
26 x 26’ and 1 x 90’ HD L & M

Facts for your success: Winning mix of fun, fantasy, and surf-crazy alien teens!

Teen drama with sun, beach, blue skies and a cool secret!

From leading kids TV producer Jonathan M. Shiff (H2O) 

Live Action

Simply scan the QR code with your 
Smartphone to enter the online 

world of LIGHTNING POINT.
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Produced by: Ralph Christians, 

Clodagh Freeman for Magma Productions 

and Molten Rock Media

Directed by: Stuart Orme

Written by: Ken Bruen (novel), 

Live Action Address Contact

Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff 

Productions

Coproducer: ZDF, ZDF  

Screen Australia, Screen Queensland, 

Network Ten

www.zdf-studios.com/lightningpoint

Live Action

W
hen a spaceship plummets into a 

forest near the tranquil Australian 

surf town of Lightning Point one 

stormy night, the town will never 

be quiet again. Instead, with pretty teen aliens Zoey 

and Kiki on a secret mission to Earth, Lightning Point 

is about to become the scene of intergalactic teen 

adventure, with drama, romance – and surfing! 

The girls’ real adventure begins when their spaceship explodes 

and they’re stranded on Earth. Coming from Lumina, a barren, 

waterless planet, Zoey and Kiki are fascinated by the Earth’s 

oceans. On their first day in 

Lightning Point they befriend 

local surfie girl Amber and 

soon discover that they’re 

natural surfers – especially 

the ambitious Zoey.

When Amber catches a 

glimpse of their alien powers, 

Zoey and Kiki decide to let her 

in on the secret. Amber loves 

hanging out with them, but 

she’s afraid that all their glowing, turning into balls of 

light and having strange, alien effects on everything 

around them could get them into trouble. 

The girls’ arrival in Lightning Point causes a stir, 

and Zoey’s surfing skills attract the attention of surf 

king Brandon. Although neither will admit it, they have 

a definite chemistry. Brandon’s brother Luca, a dedicated UFO 

nut, feels there’s something strange about sweet-natured Kiki, 

who is torn between keeping her identity secret and opening 

herself to unknown “human” emotions like love and longing … 

During a lightning storm, the girls try sending an SOS home, 

but uncover unexplained alien phenomena from the past 

instead. Suddenly, the whole town is closing in on them. Zoey 

and Kiki aren’t the first intergalactic visitors – and their trip to 

Earth may be part of a darker plot. 

When Brandon finds out that aliens abducted his real parents, 

and that he himself may have alien origins, his interest in 

extraterrestrials takes a vengeful turn. As Brandon and Zoey, 

along with Luca and Kiki, grow closer, Lightning Point becomes 

a dangerous place for the teens. When the time comes to go, 

will the two alien teens be able to say goodbye to a planet as 

amazing as Earth? ZD
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ZDF Studios GmbH
Erich-Dombrowski-Str. 1 
D-55127 Mainz

Germany

junior@zdf-studios.com
Phone: +49 (0) 6131 - 991 1601 
Fax: +49 (0) 6131 - 991 2601 
zdf-studios.com 

Studios 




